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Organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) have received considerable attention as switching elements for flexible 
displays on plastic substrates. However, although OTFTs have been developed with device performances superior 
to those of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) TFTs,[1] the electrical stability of OTFTs (called bias-stress 
stability) remains a critical obstacle to the commercialization of these devices. Hole/electron trapping in the gate 
dielectric, organic semiconductors, and interfaces is the main reason for the bias-stress stability.[2] 

Here, we investigated the effect of the molecular weight (MW) of a polystyrene (PS) gate dielectric on the bias 
stability of the OTFTs (Fig. 1a).[3] Pentacene TFTs were prepared using different PS dielectrics with MWs ranging 
from 8 to 500 kDa. The field-effect mobilities of the TFTs and morphology of the pentacene did not vary 
significantly with MW. However, the ID decay was highly dependent on the PS MW under an ON-bias stress (VGS 
= −60 V, VDS = −5 V) in ambient air, whereas the ID decay was independent of MW under vacuum condition. Such 
difference was attributed to different degrees of water vapor absorption at the PS dielectrics. 

Furthermore, we sought to decouple the two contributions to bias-induced charge trapping, i.e. charge trapping at 
the semiconductor side of the interface and the dielectric side of the interface. Two separate OTFTs that shared a 
common semiconductor were prepared and independently operated with SiO2 and vacuum gap dielectrics, 
respectively.[4] In the OTFT with a vacuum-gap dielectric, only the semiconductor side of the interface contributed 
to charge trapping. Therefore, the contribution from the dielectric side of the interface to charge trapping can be 
extracted from the bias-stability results for the devices with SiO2 dielectrics by using a suggested double 
stretched-exponential formula (Fig. 1b). 

   

 
Fig. 1. (a) ID decays of OTFTs using polystyrene gate dielectrics with different MWs and schematic 

diagrams representing the possible mechanism of the MW-dependent bias stability. (b) ID decays of OTFTs 
with SiO2 and vacuum gap dielectrics and an estimated curve by using the double stretched-exponential 

formula. Reproduced with permission from Ref [3, 4]. Copyright 2012 2013 Wiley. 
 

We believe that our detailed analysis for the charge-trapping mechanisms in OTFTs will reveal the origins of the 
bias-stress instabilities observed in these devices, and that future endeavors to reduce such instabilities will enable 
practical applications of OTFTs in flexible flat panel displays. 
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